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Education
Portsmouth School of Architecture Diploma
in Architecture (Distinction) - 1963 - 1970

Technical Consultant with
over 40 years’ experience

RIBA thesis prize in Building
Technology class

Forensic architect

Fully qualified RIBA Parts 1, 2 and 3

Remedial works specialist

Architects Registration Board registration
number 036854G.

Whole life costing for
PFI projects
Overview
Murray is an established Architect and
consultant for Sense Studio with over 40
years of technical expertise in architecture,
dispute resolution, and the forensic
investigation of building defects and their
remediation. Focusing on new build housing
and large-scale remediation in his earlier
career, he later set up a multi-disciplinary
practice. As Director, Murray managed
numerous projects in forensic diagnoses
of building defects and their remediation
through a variety of procurement methods.
Today, he remains a vital influencer,
advising experts in the investigation and
remediation of buildings.

Experience
Murray is an independent expert in a
number of actions involving build quality.
His established career was shaped by his
time at Greater London Council and the
National Building Agency, where he
worked as an architect for large-scale
housing developments.
As an Associate and later Director of a
multi-disciplinary practice for a large part of
his career, Murray led numerous forensic
diagnosis and remediation projects for an
impressive portfolio of buildings. He went
on to advise an architectural firm on the
failure of tanking systems, and he also
reviewed the completeness of design and
construction information.
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Professional memberships
Murray is registered with the Architect’s
Registration Board (ARB).
Publications
Highly respected in his field, Murray has
published several reports and books in
adapting housing and offices for
disabled people.
Murray can be contacted by email at
info@sensestudio.co.uk
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